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Abstract:
A group is indicable if and only if it has an infinite cyclic homomorphic image. We investigate the
properties of indicability and local indicability in groups, and, in particular, in generalized free products
of two groups and in standard wreath products of groups. G. Baumslag proved that any generalized free
product of an indicable group with a finitely-generated torsion-free nilpotent group is indicable, and
any generalized free product of two finitely-generated torsion-free nilpotent groups is locally indicable.
We generalize his results to arbitrary finitely-generated nilpotent groups. We define a group G to be
almost locally indicable if and only if every finitely-generated subgroup of G which is
non-periodically-generated is indicable. We prove that any generalized free product of an indicable
group with a finitely-generated nilpotent. group is indicable, and that the generalized free product of
two locally nilpotent groups with a finitely-generated subgroup amalgamated is almost locally
indicable.

We characterize indicability in the restricted wreath product as well as in unrestricted wreath products
in which the "top" group is finite or non-periodic. We also obtain a complete characterization of local
indicability in wreath products. 
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ABSTRACT

A ■group is indieable if .and only if it has an infinite 
cyclic homomorphic image. We investigate the properties of 
indicability' and local indicability in groups3 and, in par
ticular, in generalized free products of two groups and in' 
standard wreath products of groups. G. Baumslag proved 
that any generalized free product of an indieable group 
with a finitely-generated torsion^-free ni!potent'group is- 
indicable, and any generalized free product of two finitely- 
generated torsion-free niTpotent groups is locally indi
cable. 'We generalize his results to arbitrary finitely- 
generated niIpotent groups. .We define a group.G to be 
almost locally indicable if and only if every finitely-, 
generated subgroup of G which is non-periodically-generated 
is Indicable0 We prove that any generalized free product of 
an indicable group with a finitely-generated ni!potent, 
group is indieable, and that the.generalized free product of 
two locally.nilpotent groups with a finitely-generated sub
group, amalgamated is almost locally indieable.

We characterize indicability in the restricted wreath 
product as well as in unrestricted wreath products in which 
the "top" group is finite or non-periodic. We also obtain 
a complete characterization, of local indicability ..in wreath, 
products.



• CHAPTER I .
INTRODUCTION ... '

The concept of lndlcability was introduced, by 0. Higman 

in his. investigation of group rings [4] . He called, a group 

indicable, or indexed, if and only if it has an infinite 

cyclic homomorphic image, and. he called; a group G indicable- 

throughout if and. only if every subgroup of G is. indicable. 

He proved, that if G is .a group which is indicable throughout 

and. K is a ring with no zero-divisors, then the group ring, 

R(G,K), of G over K has no zero-divisors and. only trivial. 

units. G. Baumslag [1] noted that.to obtain.this result it 

is, sufficient.to require that every finitely-generated sub

group of G .is indicable. . Hence he directed, attention to the 

class of locally indicable groups.

In this paper we investigate the properties of indiea-. 

bility and.local indlcability.in groups, and principally In 

generalized products and wreath products of groups.

Gregorac [3] and Karrass and Bolitar [5] obtained seve

ral results concerning indlcability in generalized, free pro

ducts in which the amalgamated subgroup is cyclic. We. co.n- . 
struct examples to indicate limitations in generalizing 

their results to free products' with non-eyelie amalgamations 

Baumslag proved, that any generalized, free product of a non

trivial finitely-generated torsion-free ni!potent group with
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an- Indlcable, group is lndlcable. He then applied: this result 

to demonstrate that any generalized.' free product of two 

finitely-generated torsion-free ni!potent groups is locally 

indicable. The main result of this paper is a generaliza

tion of Baumslag' s theorems to arbitrary finitely-generated. . 

niIpotent groups. ''
With reference to standard, wreath products, we' obtain 

necessary and sufficient conditions that the restricted 

wreath product be respectively, indicable and locally indi- 

cable, necessary and. sufficient conditions that the- unrestric

ted wreath product be locally lndlcable, and, in the case 

that the "top" group is finite or non-periodic, necessary . 

and sufficient conditions that the unrestricted, .wreath pro- . 

duct be lndlcable. -



CHAPTER 2
INDICABILITY AND LOCAL INDICABILITY

2.1. TNe Class of IndLcaLle Groups. A group' G is de

fined to be indieable if there exists a non-trivial homo

morphism of G into the infinite cyclic group of rational 

integers, which we- denote by Z. Since every non-trivial' 

subgroup of an infinite cyclic group is infinite cyclic, a 

group G is indicable if and only if there exists an epimor- 

phism of G onto Z or, equivalently, if G has an infinite 

cyclic factor group. An indieable group, therefore, must 

be infinite and we note that such a group possesses at 

least one. normal subgroup of index n for each positive 

integer n. ■

Example-2.1. Not every non-periodic group is indieable.

Take, for example, the infinite ‘dihedral■group, which has
2 —2. 'presentation D = gp{ a,b;a ,a" bab}. ' If 0 is a homomor-

2
phism of D into Z , then a0 = 0 since (a )0 = 2(a0) = ,0, and

-I •b0 = 0 since (a ba)0 = b0 = -(be). Hence 0. must be the 
trivial homomorphism. Since D may be mapped homomorphically 

onto the dihedral group of order 2s for each, positive inte- 
ger s, we note that D does possess normal subgroups of 

every possible even index. However D cannot be mapped non- 

trivially onto a group of prime order other than two.//
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We proceed to establish several properties of indieable 

groups.

Lemma 2.1., . If the group' G is generated by subgroups 

{A^} ie i with each not indicable, then G is .-not-ind.ic.able.
Proof. If 0 is a homomorphism of G into Z5.then, since 

0 restricted to is a homomorphism of A^ into Z, we must 

have this restriction equal to the zero map for each i in I. 

But then 9 must be identically zero. Hence the.only homo

morphism of G into Z is the trivial homomorphism, so G is 

not indicable.//

Proposition 2.1. Every extension of a group by an in

die able group is indicable.

Proof. If G/H is indicable, then there exists an epi- 

morphism 0 :G/H— >Z. Hence if p is the canonical projection 

of G onto G/H, the composition p0 is an epimorphism of G 

onto Z . Thus G is indicable.//

Proposition 2.2. The direct sum of a collection of 

groups is indieable if and only if at least one factor is 

indieable.

Proof. The direct sum of a family of groups

is generated by the A^, so by Lemma 2.1 if the sum is 

indie able,- then at least one factor must be indicable.
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Conversely, by Proposition 2.1, if some factor .is indieable, 

then the direct sum is indicable, since each factor is a 
homomorphic image of the direct sum.//

Higman [4] observed the following, which is a conse-■ 

quence of the universal mapping'property■ of free groups..

Proposition 2.3. Free groups are indicable.

Since "every group is isomorphic to; a factor group of a free 

group, and non-indicable groups' exist, the following 

corollary is evident.

Corollary; . The class of indicable groups is not closed 

under factor groups.

If G is any group, we let G 1 denote the commutator 

subgroup of G . Hence G' = gp{ [a,b] | a and b are elements 

of G} where [a>b] = a" d ab is the commutator of a with b . 

Then G/G' is the largest Abelian factor group of G. That ■ 

is, if H is a normal subgroup of G, then G/H is.Abelian if ■ 

and. only if G' is contained in H.

Proposition 2.4. A group G is indicable if and only ■ 

if the Abelianized group G/G' is indicable.

Proof. If 6 is an epimorphism of G onto Z, then 

; G/Ker9 is isomorphic to Z and is thus Abelian., .'Hence. G 1 is



contained in Kere > so G/Kere is an infinite cyclic homomor

phic image of G/G' and thus G/G’ is indicable. Conversely, 

if G/G' is indieable, then, by Proposition 2.1, G is indi
cable.//

Our next result characterizes indicability in Abelian 
groups.

Proposition 2.5. An Abelian group G is indicable if ■ 

and only if G. is. of the form G = H + K. where H is infinite 

cyclic. •

Proof. If H is infinite cyclic then certainly' H is. in

die able, so by Proposition 2.2, G is indicable. Conversely, 

if 0 is a homomorphism of G onto Z then the exact sequence 
E — >K-— >G -^>Z— KE will be shown to split as follows. Since 

Z is free, there exists a homomorphism■a :Z — >G such that 

cj0 = idg,. Hence .a is injective, so H = Ima is infinite 

cyclic. Now for each g in G, the element (g - g0c) = g' ' 

is.in the kernel, K, so.g = g0c + g' .is an element of

gp{H,Kj. Hence G is generated by H and K. Further, if h .

is a non-zero element of H, then h = za for some z / 0. So

h0 = za0 = z / 0, and hence h is not in the kernel, K.

Thus H'.fiK = E. Consequently, since G is Abelian, we have • 

G = H +  K.//

6



Corollary. The class of lndicahle groups is not closed 
under subgroups.

Proof. For■example, let K in Proposition'2,5 be. any 

finite Abelian Group.//

The fundamental .theorem of finitely-generated Abelian, 

groups states that every finitely-generated Abelian group . 

is equal to a direct sum of a finite number of cyclic groups' 

of prime-power or infinite order. Hence by Proposition 2.5 

every infinite finitely-generated Abelian group is indi

cable. We proceed to prove a generalization of. this fact.

Proposition 2.6. A finitely-generated nilpotent.group 

is indicable if and only if it is infinite.

Proof. Let G be a finitely-generated nilpotent.group. 

It is well-known [7, p. 19^] that G is infinite if .and only 

if G/G' is infinite. Therefore, by Proposition 2.4 And the 

above remarks, we have the following chain of equivalences.

G is indieable if and only if G/G' is indieable if and only 

if G/G' is infinite, if and. only if G is infinite.//

A complete group is a group in which extraction.of 

roots is always possible. That is, G is complete if and. 

only if, for each element g in.G, and each positive integer
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n3 there exists some element x in G such that x' = g. A 

complete Abelian group' is usually called, divisible.

Proposition 2.7. No complete group is indicable.

Proof. Let G be a complete group; Suppose 8 is an' 

epimorphism of G onto Z . Then for some g in Gj g6 .= I. By 

the completeness of G there exists some h in G such that 

h = g. Then 2 (he) = (h )0 = g0 = I, so gp{ he} = gp{ I) = Z . 

Therefore he must be a generator and hence equal to +1 or 
-I. But we' then have 2 (he) = 2(-1) = -2 = T. This is 

clearly false. Hence G is not indicable.//

This proposition provides a supply of infinite non- 

indicable groups which includes the torsion-free complete 

niIpotent groups3 in which roots can always be extracted 

uniquely. Among these, for example, is the additive group 

of rational numbers.

2.2. The Class of Locally Indicable Groups. If P is 

a group property then a group G is called locally P if 

every non-trivial finitely-generated subgroup of G has prop

erty P. Hence a group G is locally indieable if and only if 

every non-trivial finitely-generated subgroup of G is indi

cable. Hlgman [4] called a group G indicable throughout if 

and only if every non-trivial subgroup of G is indieable.'
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Thus the class of locally lndicable groups contains the 

class of groups which are indie able throughout. We proceed, 

to establish several hereditary and closure properties of 

the class of locally indicable groups.

Proposition 2.8. If G contains a normal subgroup H 

such that H and G/H are locally ihdicable, then G is. 

locally indicable.

Proof. (Higman demonstrated this property in similar 

fashion for the class of groups indicable throughout.) Let 

K be a non-trivial finitely-generated subgroup of G. If K 

is contained in H j then, by the local indlcability of H, K 

is indieable. If K is not contained in.H 3 then KH/H, which 

is isomorphic to K/H GK3 is a non-trivial finitely-generated 

subgroup of G/H and is hence indicable. By Proposition 2.I3 

since K/HnK is.Indicable3 so is K.//

Proposition 2.9. Every subgroup of a locally indi-- 

cable group is locally indicable. . . ■

Proof. If G is locally lndicable and. H is a subgroup 

of G3 then any finitely-generated subgroup of H is a 

finitely-generated, subgroup of G and is therefore lndicable. 

Hence H is locally lndicable.//
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Proposition 2.10. The Cartesian product of a collec

tion of locally indieable groups is locally indieable.

Proof. Let { Ag)S£ g be a collection of locally indica
ble groups. Let H be a non-trivial finitely-generated sub- 

group of s§ gAs • If H is generated by the set T =' { (a^)3... 

(an)} ' then5 since H is non-trivial, there exists some o "in

S for which the set T {a} , a2 ,. . . ,a'13} does not consist ' 3 cr
of the identity alone. Hence-T generates a non-trivialO'
finitely-generated, subgroup H j of Â - which is thereby indi

cable. But H j is a homomorphic image of H under the res

triction of the projection map of gggAg onto A^. Therefore 

by Proposition 2.1, H is indicable.//

Corollary. The direct sum of a collection of locally 

indie able- groups is locally indie able.

Proof. The direct sum is a subgroup of the Cartesian 

product, so by Proposition 2.8 the direct sum is.locally 

indicable.

Since no finite group is indieable, we note that 

locally Indicable groups must be locally infinite and hence 

torsion-free. Higman noted that since every subgroup of a 
free group is free, free groups are indicable throughout. 

Thus we have the following- proposition and corollary, which
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Proposition 2.11«, Free groups are locally indlcable»■

Corollary. The class of locally Indlcable groups is 

not closed under factor groups.

Proposition 2.12. 'A locally nilpotent group G is lo

cally indlcable if and only if G is torsion-free.

Proof. If G is not torsion-free3 then G contains a 

non-trivial finite subgroup which is thus finitely- 

generated but not Indicable5 so G is not locally indlcable. 

Conversely, if. G is' torsion-free5 then any non-trivial 

finitely-generated, subgroup . of G is an infinite finitely- 

generated nilpotent group which is indlcable by Proposi

tion 2.6.//

Every locally'nilpotent torsion-free group G can be 
embedded in a complete locally nilpotent torsion-free group 

m(G)5 called, a Malcev completion of G. By Proposition 2.7, 

m(G) is not indlcable, but by Proposition 2.12, m(G) is 

locally indieable. Thus Proposition 2.12 verifies the 

existence of groups which are. not indlcable, hence not ■ 

indlcable throughout, but in which every finitely-generated 

subgroup is indlcable. . So the groups which are indieable . 

throughout form a proper sub-class.of the class of locally 

indlcable groupsi (We will find further use for Malcev
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completions in Chapter 3, "where they .are helpful in our.in-. 

vestigation-.of indie ability in generalized, free products of 

finitely-generated, nilpotent groups.)



CHAPTER. 3.

INDICABILiTY IN- GENERALIZED'FREE PRODUCTS

3 »1. Preliminaries. The: free product of a family of 

groups..with a single subgroup• amalgamated was first intro

duced. by Otto Schreier in I927. The concept was generali

zed. by Hanna Neumann in 1948, .and in 195^. B. H. Neumann [9] 
collected, their results, together with 'numerous applications 

and: example's.

In this paper we are primarily interested in the gen

eralized,-free products of two- groups.. We begin with the ■ 

following definition. Let. A: and. B be groups with presenta- 

tions A = gp(a^;Rg(a^)], B = gp{br;Sp(b^)], where X, p,, a, 

and p are elements.of appropriate indexing sets. Let U be 

a subgroup of A, V a subgroup of B 3 and cp an isomorphism of 

U onto.V. Define a group G with presentation equal, to the ' 

union of the presentations of A and B together with an 

additional family of relations {/T = (ucp')u~ ' |ueU} , called

the amalgamating,relations. Then G has presentation 

G = gp{ a^ ,b^;Rq ( ) , S^ (b^),Tu) and. G. is called , the free 

product of A and 'B with the subgroups U and V amalgamated 

under 'cp : . . G will be denoted (A*B;U,V,cp) , or-, if the, iso- ■ 

morphism cp is understood, we will simply Identify U and V 

as the. same group and. use the; notation (A*B:U).
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It .can be shown [8] that the subgroup A* of G genera

ted by the set {a^} is isomorphic to A 5 the subgroup B* gen
erated by {b } is isomorphic to B5 and A*qB* = U* is isomor- 
phic to U and V. Hence G is' generated by isomorphic copies 

of A and B. If cr̂  and O1̂ are the embeddings of A and B ' 

into G5 then, we have, for each, u in U5 Ua1 = ucpcg.'
' G is a free product in the sense that if H is a group . 

and ^1:A— and 8g:B— are homomorphisms.such that, for 

each u in U5 W 1 = UtpS2s then there exists a unique homo
morphism S : G - which extends S1 and S2 so that the 
following diagram commutes.

We note that this universal mapping property assures that 

the generalized free product, of groups A. and B is unique up 

to isomorphism, and is independent of the choice, of presen

tations of A and B. We shall find the•universal mapping 

property invaluable in our consideration of indicability in 

generalized free products.
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, Knowledge of the structure of subgroups, and especially 

that of finitely-generated subgroups, is essential to the 

study of local ■ indie ability. Karrass and Solitar ,[5] exten

ded the results of Hanna Neumann to obtain a complete

characterization of the subgroups of the generalized free•' ■ ■
product of two groups. In order to describe this subgroup 

structure we need first to define the notion of a tree 

product.

Let {A^ } j  be a collection of groups, and suppose 

that for certain pairs of groups A. and A.s i ^ j, there 

exist subgroups U. . of A. and U-.. of A. and isomorphisms= -L J . -L 'U-L U • —I
O i .: LL-J— > Iu I and 6 j ̂ :Ujj— > j such that Sij- = Sji" . Let 
J = { (i 3 j)G-IxI I S1J exists} .'v Then for each (i, j). in J, the 

amalgamated product (A A j 3 ^ uj 56 j_j ) exists. The partial 
generalized free product of the A^ is the group G with • 

presentation being the union of the presentations of the A^ ; 

together with the presentations of the (A^* A j U ^ „  ,9^^) 

for each (i,j) in J, using a fixed presentation for each A^ 

throughout. It is not difficult to show that G.is indepen

dent of the particular presentation used for each A^.

Now with the partial generalized free product G we may 

■ associate a graph whose vertices are the groups A^ and 

whose edges join two vertices A^ and Aj if and only if (I,j)
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and hence is in J. If this graph is a tree— that Is5

if it is connected and contains no cycles— then G is called 

a tree product of the factors Ai with the subgroups Ui . and 
U^i amalgamated . under „

Karras s' and Solitar verified the following properties 

of the tree product G with corresponding graph P ."

Tl. G contains the vertices Ai as subgroups in the 

natural way--that is, G is generated by a family of sub

groups which are isomorphic to the factors Ai .

T2»■ The vertices and. edges of any subtree, generate .

their tree product as a subgroup of G in the-natural way.
■

T3. If the vertices o f -F are partitioned into sub

trees Fa , then we may form a new graph F* whose vertices. 

are the F^ and whose edges are the edges of F' which join

vertices of F and Fr for a ^ P . The graph .F* may be shownof. p. •. .
to be a tree. Let G be the tree product corresponding toot
F for each a. Then the tree product G* corresponding to 

F*, whose vertices are the Gq5 has the.same presentation, 

and is hence isomorphic to G.

In characterizing the subgroups of the generalized 

free product of two groups, Karrass and Solitar showed that 

every subgroup H of (A*BjU) has the following properties. 

SI. H is generated by two of its subgroups, F and S.



82. The' subgroup F is called the free part of IT. P 

is a free .group which has trivial intersection with Slii the 

normal subgroup of H generated by S. Hence Il/SH . = PSH/SH s 
F/PnSH = F. and so F. is a factor group of I-I.

53. The subgroup S 5 called the base group of H 5 is a 

tree product whose vertices are conjugates in (A*B;U) of A 

or B intersected with H and whose, amalgamated subgroups are 

conjugates of U intersected with H.

54. If H is. finitely-generated, then F is finitely- . 

generated and S is. the tree product of finitely many of its 

vertices.

S5« If S is finitely-generated and each amalgamated 

subgroup is finitely-generated, then each vertex is 

finitely-generated.

3.2.0 Indicability in the Generalized Free Products , 

of Two Groups. We begin with, two useful lemmas. •' . ■

Lemma 3.1. If neither A nor B is .indicable, then : 

(A*B;U) is not indicable.

Proof. (A*B;U) is generated by isomorphic copies of A 

and B, so by Proposition 2.1, the product is not indicable.

Lemma 3.2. If A is indicable and U is not indicable 

then (A*B;U) is indieable.



■ Proof. ; Since- 'A is indicable, there exists an epimor-' '• 

phism S1 of A onto Z 5 and since U is not indieable, Q1 re

stricted to U Is the zero map. Therefore, if '60 iB‘— *Z is 

the zero map, then Q^ agrees with 0^ on U, and hence there, 

exists an epimorphism 8:G— >Z which extends thb two maps.//

■ Gregorac obtained the following results■in the case 

that the amalgamated subgroup i s .cyclic.

Theorem 3»1« [3] If A and B are finitely-generated

non-trivial torsion-free ni!potent groups and U is cyclic,. 

then . (A*B;U) is indicable.

Corollary. If A and B are groups with normal sub

groups M and N, respectively, such that A/M and B/N are 

non-trivial finitely-generated torsion-free niIpotent groups 

and U is cyclic, then (A*B;B)-is indicable. ' •

He observed that the generalized free product of two free . 

groups with a cyclic subgroup amalgamated is therefore in- 

.dicable. More generally, a direct result of his corollary 

is the following proposition. 1 '

Proposition ,3.1. If A .and B are indieable and U is 

cyclic, then (A*B;U) is indicable.

18.
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Thus in the case of a cyclic amalgamation indie ability of: ■■ 
both factors is sufficient to assure indieability of the ■ 

generalized free product.. We note that it is not, in 

general, sufficient that just one factor be indicable, as 
the■following example shows.

Example 3.1. Let A = gp{ a}, an infinite cyclic group. 

Let B = 'gp(x,y;x ,y } . Since B is' periodically-generated
' 2  -B is not indie able. Let U = gpPa ) , and V = gp{ xy) . Since

both U and V are infinite cyclic w e "may define an isomor-
2 - ■ •phism cp:U— >¥ by a cp = xy. Let. G = (A^BjUjV 5Cp). Now if 0 

is a homomorphism of G into Z , then, since x and y have 

finite order, x6 = 0 and y0 = 0. Hence (xy)e = a 0 = 2(a0) 

= 0, and thus ad = 0. Therefore the only homomorphism of G 

into Z is the.trivial homomorphism, so'. G is not indicable, 

although the factor A is indicable.//

We consider next whether the condition in Proposi

tion 3.1 that the,amalgamation be cyclic can be weakened. 

In. general, the generalized, free product of two indie able 

groups is not indicable. In Example 3.2 we construct a ■ 

generalized.free product of two free groups which is not 

indicable. Hence it is clear that the condition on .U mhy ■ 

be relaxed only when conditions.stronger than ihdicability
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are placed on the factors.

Example 3.2. Let E, = gp{a5b) and let Hn be the sub-
Q Q 2 2group of F1 generated by the set S = (a ,b ,[a,b],[a 5b ]}. 

F1 is a free group on two generators' and. we will show below . 

that the set S freely generates H1 . Similarlylet F^ =
o o ' 2 2gp{ x,y} , and Hg. = .gp{ x ,7 , [x.,y] 5 [x 5y ]} . Define an iso-
O O p p

morphism Cp=H1— >Hg by ahp = [x5y] 5 bnp = [x ,y [a,b]cp =■'.
. q 2 - 2  2X 5 and [a 5b ]cp = y . Then the' generalized free product 

G = (F1*Fg^H1 5Hg5cp) has the presentation G = gp{a5b 5x 5y; 

a~^[x,y],b~^[x 5y ]5[a5b]x ^5[a 5b ]y~“>] .. One can readily 

observe that the commutator subgroup of G is of finite 

index in G5 and hence G is not indieable.

■ To show that the subgroups H1 and Hg are freely genera

ted by the given generators 5 we must show that no non-empty 

word, in the four generators is trivial. The procedure is 

well-known and tedious. For this reason we present here

only an outline of -the proof.
2 2 -1. S1 = {[a5b]5[a 5b ]} is free in F1 . (One' shows by

induction that if W is a non-empty, freely-reduced word in 
2 2[a5b] and. [a 5b ] 5 then W is non-trivial and, further, W -

-I -I -I -I -2 -2 -2 -2.begins in one of a . b  , b a , a b , b a , and ends
2 2 2 2in either ab, ba, a.b , or b a .)■ 2

2. Sg = {a^,b^} is free in F1 . (If W is a freely-
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o o

reduced, word..In a3 and. b , then W. is also freely-reduced, 
with respect to a and To. Hence if W is non-empty, then W 

is non-trivial.)

3* Any word, of the form X1X2 .. .Xgn is non-trivial, if ■
n is- greater than zero, where X21 is a freeIy-reduced, word
in .e? 'and. "b̂ , and X21-1 is a freely-reduced, word, in [a,b]

2 2 'and [a ,b ], and each X ., except possibly X-,, is non-empty. ■J -L
(One shows by induction that ¥ is non-trivial, and, .when 

freely-reduced, with respect to a and b, ends in ohe of ,.ar1, 

a""̂ , b^,. b -^, •a"1, b-1, a-2, b -'2 .)

4. Any non-empty word in the generators S.= S1LiS2 is . 
either freely-equal (with respect to 8) to a Word. of. the 

type, described in I' or 2, or is freely-equal 'tb a conjugate 
of a word of the type described, in 3 • Hence no non-empty 

word in these generators is trivial, and consequently the 

Subgroup H1 which they generate is.free of rank 4.//

Baumslag considered, the case in which the factor's are 

finitely-generated torsion-free nilpotent groups and ob

tained the following theorem. '

Theorem 3.2. [1] If A ,is an indie able group and, B .-

is a finitely-generated torsion-free nilpotent group., then 

(A"X"B;U) is indie able.
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.In proving this theorem, Baumslag used several1 properties 
of the Malcev completion of a finitely-generated torsion- 
free niIpotent group. It may h e .shown that every locally 

nilpotent torsion-free group G can he embedded in a complete 

locally nilpotent'group [6, p .256 ]. A Malcev completion 

of G i s ;defined to he a minimal element in the collection 

of all complete locally nilpotent groups which contain G.

We include the following properties of completions for 

reference. Proofs of the first three may be found in the 

sources cited.

-X- '
Lemma 3«3. [6, p. 256] If.M and M are two Malcev .

completions of the locally nilpotent group G, then there 

exists an isomorphism between them which extends the iden

tity automorphism of G.

Hence we may denote by m(G) the Malcev completion of G5 
since it is unique up to isomorphism. '

Lemma '3.4. . [6, p. 256] A complete locally nilpotent 

group H is the Malcev -completion of the locally nilpotent 

group G if and only if, for each x in. H, there exists a
■Q

positive integer n such that x ■ is an element of G.

Lemma 3.5. [2, p. .18] If cp is a homomorphism' of a
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finitely-generated, torsion-free nilpotent group G into a 

complete group. H, then there exists a homomorphism # mapping 
m(G) into H which extends cp...

Lemma 3.6. If G is a finitely-generated, torsion-free .. 

nilpotent group and. U is a subgroup of finite index in Gj 

then m(G).= m(U). ■

Proof. Let x be an element of m(G). Then by Lemma 3•4 

■there exists an integer n5 greater than zero/ such that xn 
is an element of G. Since U..is of finite index in Gj there 

exists a normal subgroup K of G which is of finite index in 

G and is contained in U-[IPj p. 53]. Thus XnK has finite 

order in the finite group G/K5 so there exists an integer 
m 3 greater than zero3 such that (xn)'m is in K and hence in 

U., Therefore m(G) is a completion of -U. Hence by Lemma 3.3 

we have m(G) = m(U).//

Using an approach similar to Baumslag1Sj we prove that 
the requirement in Theorem 3.'2 that B be torsion-free may 

. be. - omitted.o We. use the fact that in a locally nilpotent 

group g J the elements of finite- order form a normal sub-■ 

group T(G) such that G/t (G) is torsion-free [6y p .229 ]• . • 

We obtain the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.3« If A is an indicable group and B is a 

finitely-generated nilp'otent group, then '(A^BjU) is indi
cable. .

The proof of Theorem 3.3 is divided into two .cases 

and we present each in the form, of a lemma.

Lemma 3,7. If. A is an indieable group, B a. finitely- 

generated hiIpotent group, and U a subgroup of finite index 

in B, then (A*BjU) is indicable.

Proof. Consider the following diagram, where the un

labeled arrows represent the natural injections and canoni

cal epimorphisms.

U/tt (U) > m ( B/t (B ))

B A  (B)

m ( U A (U))

Since A is indicable, there exists an epimorphism 0^ of A 
onto Z . Note that if U is contained in the.kernel of 0-̂ 
then the zero map of B into Z . agrees with 0^ on U. Hence 

by the universal mapping property there exists, an epimor

phism of - (A*B;U). onto Z and we are done. In any case, we 

do have the torsion subgroup of U, t (U), contained in the.



■ Kernel of. 0^. Hence there exists an induced, homomorphism 
cp mapping U/t (U) into Z. By a fundamental isomorphism 

theorem, we have U/r(U) = U/Urt (B) s  Ut(B)A(B), and hence, 

since [B:U] is finite, U A  (U) is isomorphic, to a subgroup , 

of finite index in B A  (B). Now' U A  (U) and B A  (B) are 

finitely-generated torsion-free ni!potent groups, so their 

Malcev completions, m(UA (U)) and m(BA (B)), exist, arid, 

they are isomorphic by Lemma 3.6. Consider Z as a sub

group, of Q, the additive group :of rational numbers. Then ■ 

cp is a homomorphism of UA(U) into .the complete group .Q, 

Thus, by Lemma. 3.55 cp has an extension $ mapping m(UA (U)) 
irito Q- which makes the diagram commute. Now let 0O be the

C- . -

composition B - A bA  (B)— =?-m(BA (B) )-^Q. By the commuta- ■ 

tivity of the diagram we see- that S2 is a homomorphism 
which agrees with Q-̂ oh U. ' Hence there exists a homomor

phism, 0, mapping (A*BjU) into Q which extends 0^ and Hg. 
The image of 0, being generated by A0^ = Z and B0g, is a 
finitely-generated non-trivial subgroup of Q and hence is' 

isomorphic to Z. Therefore the generalized free product is 

indicable.// •=

Lemma 3.8. If A is any group, B a finitely-generated 

ni !potent group, and. U a subgroup of infinite index in B, 

then (A*B;U) is indicable.

25



' Proof. Baums lag [I ] has' shown • that if B is finitely- 

generated and ni!potent then a subgroup U is of infinite in
dex in B if and' only if 'UB1 is of infinite- index in B./- Thus 

B/UB’-ls an infinite finitely-generated Abelian group which, 

is therefore indicable. Hence ..there exists an ep I morphism 

of B onto Z with U contained, in the kernel. ' Letting 

0 :A— 7®Z be the zero map, we have a .pair of homomorphisms' 
which agree, on U and hence there exists a homomorphism 

6 : (A*BjU)— 5>Z which extends the two. Moreover, 0 is an 
epimorphism since its restriction to B is an epimorphism.//".

The proof of Theorem 3.3 now follows immediately'-from : 

Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8. In addition we mention the. following 

corollary which is an obvious consequence of Theorem 3•3 

and Lemma 3.1.

. Corollary. If A and B are finitely-generated ni!potent 

groups, then (A*B;U) is indieable'if and only if A and B 

are not both finite. ■ .

3.3. Local Indicability in the Generalized Free Pro

duct of Two Groups. Since subgroups of locally indieable . 

groups are locally indicable, and the groups A and 3 are 

identified with subgroups of (AfBj-U), it is clear that'..- ... 

local indieability of the factors-is a necessary condition



for the generalized free product to.be locally indicable. .. 

However this condition is not, in general, sufficient. In 

Example 3.2 we constructed a generalized free: product of. 

two groups, which is finitely-generated but not indie ah Ie^ 

and hence it'is not locally indicable. However' the-factors 

which.are free, are locally indicable by Proposition 2.11. .
■ . Baumslag used, the structure theorems of Karrass and

Solitar to prove the .following theorem. .. ■'

• / • ■ . : . . . .  ■ '
Theorem 3.4. [1] If A and B are-finitely-generated.

torsion-free ni!potent groups,■ then (A*3;U) is locally 

indieable.

■ This theorem is clearly false for generalized free 

products of finitely-generated nilpotent groups which con

tain non-trivial torsion elements, -because such groups are 

not locally indieable. To accommodate this situation, we . 

make the following definition. Let P be a group property.

A group G is called almost locally P if and only if, for 

each non-trivial finitely-generated subgroup H of G, H has 

property P if and only if H has no system of generators .- 

which are.all periodic.

We turn our attention to the class <£ of almost locally 

indie able groups. -We note first that an almost .locally in-
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dicable group is .locally' indicable if and .only if it is 

torsion-free. We mention two. hereditary properties of the 

class £ .which parallel Propositions 2.8 and'"2.9.

■ ■ Proposition 3.2. The class £ is closed under sub

groups .

■Proposition 3.3. If G has a normal subgroup H such 

that H is almost locally indie able and. G/H is locally indi - . 

.cable,.then G is almost locally indicable.

Proof. Let K be a finitely-generated subgroup, of G.

If K has some system of generators which are all. periodic, 

then clearly K is not indicable. If K is not generated.by 

a. set of periodic elements, then either K is a subgroup of 

H and is thereby ihdicable, or' K has a non-trivial homomor- • 

phic Image in the locally indicable group G/H. Since K is 

finitely-generated, this image must be indicable. Hence K 

is indicable.//

It is not sufficient to require in Proposition 3•3 

that G/H is almost locally indicable as the following 

example' illustrates.

• p
Example 3.3» ' Let G = gp(a,b;a ,a bab} . Then G .is , 

the infinite dihedral group which, is the semidirect product



of Z by Z2* If H ■= gp{ b} then H is a normal subgroup of G
which is locally indieable, and hence almost locally indi

cable. Also G/H s gp{.a) = so the factor grouji)’ is 

almost locally indicable. We make the following,observa
tions . .

I-. G is .not indie able'., as shown in Example 2. Ii

2. Since a is the only non-trivial element of'finite..

■order in G, G has.no system of generators which are all

periodic» To prove this assertion, we note that .as a cbn-

sequence of the relation a"xDab = I, we have a™nDmAn = Drtir

for all integers n and m. Consequently, every word in G is,,

equal to a word of the form arb >  . Thus if any word is. of '

finite order we ' obtain a relation of the form a b, = I.. We

show that s. must be equal to zero, as follows. Let Dg- denote

the dihedral group of order 2s. Then Dg has presentation.
D F= gp{x,yjx2,ys,X-^yxy), and there exists a homomorphism ■
cp of G' into Dg such that bcp =  y and acp = x. Then.
I = (a b ) cp = (acp) = x , so r must be even and, hence

ar L I. Thus the relation is of the form Ds - I. But'b is- 
' ' ' '• . V V  ■' ■ ■

of infinite order in G, so s must be equal to zero.. Hence

the only words o f ■finite order In G are I and a.

■ -c By these remarks and the fact that G is firiitely-

'generated, it follows that G is not almost Ideally indicable.



Karrass and Solltar proved the -following theorem.using 

their characterization of the subgroup structure of a gen- ’ 

eralized free product of two groups,.

Theorem 3.5« [5] If A and B .are locally indicable 

groups and U is cyclic5 then (A*BjU) is locally indicable.

The following example shows that the condition on the 

factors may not be weakened to almost local indicability.

Example 3.4. If G is the non-lndicable group con

structed in Example 3.1, then G is the generalized free
2 2product of the groups A = gp{ a} , and B = gp{ x^yjx ,y ] with

pcyclic subgroups U = gp{ a } and V = gp{ xy) amalgamated. We 

make the ,following observations.

■1. A is infinite cyclic, so clearly A is almost lo
cally indicable.

2. B is almost locally indicable. We observe that 

the elements of finite order in b are exactly those of the ■ 

form (xy)mx or (yx) y, while the elements of infinite order, 

are exactly those of the form (xy)n . Let H be a finitely- 

generated subgroup of B. It is not. difficult' to show that 

if H contains at least one element of finite order then H 

has a system of generators which are all periodic. However,

30
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if H is torsion-free, then H is infinite cyclic and. there
fore indicable. Hence B is almost locally indicable.

3. G is not almost locally indieable. G is not Lndi- 

Cable5. as;we showed in Example 3.1 However G is finitely- 

generated . a.M has no system of generators which are all 

periodic. This follows from the fact that periodic elements, 

of the generalized free product of two groups.are conjugates• 

of periodic elements in the factors [8, p . 208]'. If-a is a- 

product.of periodic elements, then, since A. is' torsion-free 

a must be in the normal subgroup, B , of G generated.by B> 

But if cp is the homomorphism of G onto iZg defined by xp =

ytp = 0 and. ap = I, then B is contained, in the kernel of cp 
Gand thus B is contained in Kenp, But a is not in the ker

nel and hence is not in B^. Therefore G is not periodi

cally generated, and, since G is not indie able., G is not 

almost locally Lndicable.//

We return to consideration of' Baumslag1 s Theorem 3..4, 
which deals with the generalized free products of finitely- 

generated torsion-free ni!potent groups. We first state 

the following, result. '

Proposition 3.4. If G is locally hilpotent, then G is 

almost locally LndicabIe..
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Proof.. If T (G) is the torsion subgroup'of then 

T(G) is a locally nilpotent group all of whose elements are 

periodic. Hence every subgroup of t (G) is periodically- 

generated and non-indicable. Thus t (G) is almost locally 

indieable. Further, G/t (G) is a locally nilpotent torsion- 
free group which is locally indieable by Proposition 2.12. 

Thus by Proposition .3.3, G is almost locally indicable.// ■

We prove the following generalization of Theorem 3.^. ■

Theorem 3.6. If A and B are locally nilpotent groups 

and. U is finitely-generated, then (A*B;.U) is almost locally 

indieable.

Proof. Let'H be. a finitely-generated subgroup of 

(A*B;U) and suppose H is not periodically-generated. -If ■ 

the free part of H (82, p . 17) is non-"trivial, then H has a 

free factor group and. is therefore indie able by Proposi

tions 2.3 and. 2.1,
If the free part of H.is trivial,, then H is equal to a 

tree product. Now U is finitely-generated and nilpotent,' 

so every subgroup of U is finitely-generated. .Hence the . 

amalgamated, subgroups in the tree product H are finitely- . 

generated. ■ Thus by Properties 84'and 85 of tree products, 

H is a tree product of finitely many finitely-generated
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groups. FurtherA these groups are Isomorphic, to subgroups 

of the locally ni!potent groups A and B and are thereby . 

nil-potent-. ' Therefore,. by Proposition 2.6, the vertices of 

H are indieable if.and only if they are infinite. Since 

II is .not p e ri o die ally-gene rated, at least one of the ver

tices of H must be. infinite,.i We prove that.H is. indicable 

by induction on the number, n," of vertices in BI. .

If n — I, then H is isomorphic to a subgroup of A or B 

so H is an infinite finitely-generated nil-potent group and' 

is hence lndicable.

Suppose such a group is indieable if its number of

vertices is less than n.

.- Now suppose H has n vertices,. A13 A03 A . Choose- - . . --L ^ ■ n .
an extremal vertex, say A ,..which is joined by an edge to

.' . . . n ' ■ 
exactly one other vertex. Then the .vertices. A^,' . . -AnVp-

form a subtree and hence generate their tree product- Hn_j.

-If A1, ...3 are all finite,' then,’by Lemma 2.1, Hn_^

is not lndicable. However the amalgamated subgroup U '

corresponding, to the edge which connects A' to the subtree
- . n ' ... -

Hn--I must also bo finite since it is a subgroup of .one of
the vertices of H-'-,. Therefore. U is not lndicable. Fur-n-r• n .
thef,' since not all.the vertices of H are finite, A must-

n  .

be infinite, and. thus lndicable. Now by property T3 of tree



products, H is equal to the ,’free product of A and H with' n • ' h—-L .
U amalgamated. ;• Hence by Lemma'3.2, H is indicable. If n
some vbrtex in.H is infinite, then, by the induction, 

hypothesis, H is indieable, so by Theorem 3.3 H is in

die able . ; ■

Thus if' H is a finitely-generated subgroup of Gv which. 

is not periodically-generated, then H is indicable. Hence 

G is almost locally indieable.//'



CHAPTER. .4

INDICABILITY IN WREATH -PRODUCTS

4.1. Preliminaries. In defining the wreath product, 

of a group A by a group B 5 we employ the construction Of a 
,semidirect product. For the reader's convenience' we in

clude some ■ remarks' on this construction.; For further de

tails, see Scott [12].
Let- G and H be groups, .and 6 a homomorphism of H into 

the group of. automorphisms of - G.: The semi direct product P

of G by H which realizes Q is defined to be the set of all 

ordered pairs (g,h) with g iri.G, h in B. P is.a group under 

the following operation: (g1.,h-L)'(g2.,h2) =

(g1 [(g2)(h^e)],h^hg). It is not difficult to show that P 
' ' * *contains subgroups G and H , isomorphic to G and H, respec-

tively, which have the following properties: -G is normal
’ • -x- •>:• -x- -x-in P, P is' generated by G and H , and G n-H ■ = E. If we

. - * .-X-identify G and H with these subgroups G and H , we may .

drop the ordered, pair notation. Then each element of P has

a unique representation of the form gh with g in G, h in.H5
and the element (g)(hd) of G is naturally identified With . 

h ~ 4 -  - i  -x-the element g = hgh of G . Hence the operation in P :
-I ■' h"1 'is defined by (g^h^)(g2h2) = g^hl&2^1 hlh2 = S1S21 hlh2*

We will adhere largely to the notation Of Peter .

Neumann [ll] in our discussion of standard wreath products
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of groups. Let A and B be- groups. Then one m a y  view the
R ■Cartesian power of A, A = ^ 5Ab, where A fc = A for each h.

in B j as the set of all mappings of B into A. To simplify

notation, let K = AB . Multiplication in K is defined
■ ' ' Bcoordinate-wise--that is, if f and g are elements of A , 

then (fg)(Td) =' f(b)g(b). Now B may be identified with a .. 

group of. automorphism of K as follows. . For b in B, f i n  K, 

let f denote the image of f under the automorphism asso

ciated. with b, where f13(p ) = 'f (pb~^). It is easily veri- 

fled that the mapping that takes f to f is an automor- ... ■

phism of K. Hence we may form the semidirect product of K'
_

by B. This group, denoted A Wr B = W, is called the 

unrestricted, (standard) wreath product of A by.B.

To construct the restricted wreath product, let 

K = A ^ ) , the direct power of A. That is, if. we define, 

for f in K, the set a (f)' = (geB | f(P) ^ 1} to be the 

support off, then K consists of those f in K' for which 

a (f) is a "finite set. Now since- K is a characteristic sub

group of K, each element of B induces an automorphism of K- 

and we may form the semidirect product of-K by B. The 

group obtained is denoted by W = A wr B and. is called the ; 

restricted (standard) wreath product of A by B .
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In the case of the restricted wreath' product, A wr 3,

■' we find, the following map useful. Choose a linear ordering 

on (the set). B. (This is possible by the axiom of. choice.) 

We may define a mapping vr:K—— >A by (T)7r.= n f (b), where

- the product is ordered by the ordering on B-. Since a (f) is -
'I'-- '■ ' ■ : , . ■ , ; '■ ■'finite, this product is allowable and hence tt is a well- . 

defined,mapping of K onto A... The following properties of 

the mapping tt-are . easily verified.

■ :: •:

Lemma 4.1. , (i) ... (fg)w = (f)7r(g)7r (mod A').

(ii) (f "1)7T' - ((f )7r) 1 (mod Al).

(iii) (Lb)TT = (L)7T.. (mod Al).

By Lemma 4.1, then, if A is Abelian, tt is a well-defined '

■ epimorphism of K onto A.

. We also have need of the following.lemma.

- Lemma 4.2. [10] If cp. is an epimorphism of A onto a
■* ... ■■■■■''■■ ' . 

group A then there exists an epimorphism @ of A Wr B onto.. 
. *  . ' - ' - - I  . ■: .A Wr B with the following properties.

; (I) $ restricted to W = A wr B is an epimorphism onto-

A* wr B. .

(ii) 0 restricted to Afcj is equal to cp for each b in B.
(iii) 3> restricted to. B is the identity mapping.
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Proof. Define (fb)4> = f'b' where f 1 (p) = (f (P) )cpy and 
D 1 =T d. It is easy to verify that 0 defines a 'homomorphism 

with the desired properties.//

4.2. Indicahility in Wreath Products. Both W and W 

are extensions' of a group Dy the group B.. Hence by Propo- • 

sition 2.1, if B is indieable, then both W and W are indi-- 

cable. In the case of the.restricted-wreath product, we 

prove the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1. The restricted wreath product of A by B . 

is indicable if and only if either A or B is indi cable.

Proof. If B is indicable, then by the remarks above 

¥ is indicable. If A is indicable, then there exists an 

epimorphism cp of A onto Z „ Hence by Lemma'4.1 there exists 

an epimorphism 0 of A wr B onto. Z wr B-. Now the mapping 

TT :Z Z- is a well-defined homomorphism since Z is

Abelian. We extend v to a mapping -jr:Z wr B — >Z by defining 

(fb)ir = (f)tt. tt is well-defined by the uniqueness of rep

resentation of elements' of W, and the following simple 

computation verifies that tt is, in fact, a homomorphism.
_  -I -I _  -û -l T3 - 1

(fb) (gc)-7r = (fgD be)tt = (fg )tt =' (f.).Tr(g )tt ' =

= (f)m(g)m = (fb)vr (gc)w.
Further, the mapping tt is an. epimorphism because it extends
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the epimorphism t . ' Hence'the-composition is' an epimor- ' 

phism of W onto so W is indieahXe.

Conversely, suppose ¥ is indicable. Since ¥ is gen

erated by K and B, by Lemma 2.1, either K or B is indieable. 

By Proposition 2.2, K is indieable if and only if A is-in

dicable . Hence if B is not indicable then A must be 

indicable.// •

.■ v-. ‘

Our results concerning indie ability in the unrestric- I,

ted wreath product are somewhat less comprehensive due ' to 
the intractability of the Cartesian, power. However we are ;\y J

able to characterize indieability when B is finite or not 

periodic. ' , " "■ .i:

Theorem 4.2. If B is not periodic,then the.unrestric

ted wreath product of A by. B is indie able i f  and only if B . 

is indieable.

Proof. . Peter Neumann fill showed that if 3 contains ■'
. . .  ;.

at least one element of infinite order then every element

of K is a commutator. Thus K is contained in 'Wr and hence ■ 'V-:

KB* is contained^in'W'. But by fundamental isomorphism

theorems, W/KB1' = KB/KB1' = (KB1 )B/KB’ s  B/KB'nB = B/B'

So ¥/KB’ is.Abelian, and therefore we must have ¥' contained 

in KB1 . Hence-KB'1 is equal to. ¥ 1, and we have ¥/¥' isomor-
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phic to B/B1. By Proposition" 2„45 therefore, W is. indicable 
if. and only if B is indicable.//' r

Theorem 4.3. If B is finite, then the unrestricted 

wreath product of A by B is indicable if-and only if A i s ' 

indie able ..

Proof. If B is finite, ■ then 'A6 ■ A ^  , so., the unre

stricted wreath product, A WrB, is. equal to the restricted 

wreath product, A w r  B, and the result follows by 

■Theorem 4.1.//
■■ : -  V.. • ' . - "D - -If B is'infinite and periodic and A is not indieable, 

then clearly A Wr.. B cannot be indie able. Hence, for 

example., if A is of bounded, exponent or divisible, W is not 

indicable. It appears to be non-trivial to find an example.

of an indie able wreath product where neither A nor B is.
' . ■

indicable.

4.3c Local. Xndicability in Wreath Products. We now 

turn our attention .to local. Indicability in wreath products. 

Using the stronger inheritance properties of'local indica- 

bility, we prove the following comprehensive theorem and.■ 1 
corollary. ' "I

Theorem 4.4. The unrestricted wreath product of A by
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B is locally indicable, if and only :if A and B are. both' 
locally indicable.

■' Proof. A and B are identified, with subgroups of ¥. 

Hence, by Proposition 2.9, if W is.locally indieable, then 

both A and B are. locally indieable. Conversely, suppose A 
and B are locally indicable. -By Proposition 2.10, K, a'

Cartesian power of A, is locally indieable. Thus the local 

indieability of W/K = B implies that of W by Proposi- ■ 

tion 2.8.//

Corollary. The restricted wreath product of A by B is 

locally indieable if and only if A and B are both locally 

indicable.

Proof. If ¥ is indicable, then A and B inherit.the 
property of local indicability as subgroups of W. Con

versely, if A and 3 are locally Indicable., then W is indi
cab Ic by Theorem 4.4, and hence' the subgroup ¥ is locally 
indicable.// : ■
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CHAPTER 5

.TOPICS FOR FUTURE CONSIDERATION

5.1• The Class of Groups Which Are Indicable Through
out. . Higman observed.that, since free groups are indi

cable and since:every- Subgroup of a free group is free, 

free groups are indicable throughout. We note that 

finitely-generated torsion-free ni!potent groups are also 

indicable throughout since every, non-trivial subgroup of ■ 

such a group is again a finitely-generated torsion-free . 

nilpotent group and hence is indicable. . What sort of char-.; 

acterization may be obtained for groups which are indieable 

throughout? Is it true that an Abelian group is indieable 

throughout if and only if it is free Abelian? (For example 

it is known that an infinite Cartesian product of infinite 

cyclic groups.is not free. Is such a group indicable 

throughout?)

5.2. Generalized Regular Products of Two Groups. Let 

G = (A*BjU) be the generalized free product of A and.B with
' Q

the subgroup U amalgamated. Then [A,B] denotes the nor

mal closure in G of the subgroup generated by all the com

mutators of the form [a,b] where a is an element of A and 

b is an element of B. If <p is a homomorphism, of G onto a 

group P such that the kernel of cp is contained in [A,B] 5
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then P- is called a generalized'regular product of A and B ■ 

with'U amalgamated. Generalized regular products were . 

introduced "by Wiegold [13] and various aspects of their 

structure and properties have, been considered, by such- 

group theorists as R. B'. J. T. Allenby3' R. J. Gregorac, and 
B. H. Neumann. ''

We note that if P is the image of (A*B;U) under the 

homomorphism cp, then we have Kercp c  [AjB] . c G 1 . Hence 

there exists an epimorphism. of G/Kerxp = P onto G/G' . , Thus 

P is indieable if and only if G is indicable.

■ Regarding local Indicabilityj we obtain the following 

rather, specialized result which relates local indicability 

in a generalized regular product to local indicability in 

the generalized free product.

Theorem 5 ,I,■ If A and B are groups5 U is central in 
A and B j and if some generalized.regular product of A and B 

with-U amalgamated is locally Indlcablej then the generali

zed free product, G = (A*B;U)„ is locally indie able.

Proof. Let -P be a locally indicable generalized regu

lar product, and let cp: (A*B;U)— >P be the canonical map. 

Then Kenp c  [AjB]^. -Wiegold [13] has shown that 

[A,B]G - n A = E =  [AjBJg P  B. Hence . [AjBJg is a free group 

[5, p. 243]5 so Kercp is free and therefore locally indi-
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cable. Thus5 since P = (A*B$U)'/Kerqp is locally. Indicablej 

we have (A*BjU)'locally indicable by Proposition 2.8.//

Can this theorem be generalized to an arbitrary amal

gamation? What other relationships between local .Indl-- 

cability in generalized regular products and local indica- 

bility in generalized free products might be found? In 

light of the results in Chapter 35 it would be natural to 
begin by considering generalized regular products in which 

the factors are finitely-generated nilpotent groups.
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